




On behalf of the Savannah College of Art and Design, it is my pleasure to introduce

Peter Horvath: Transient Passages at the Atlanta College of Art Gallery of SCAD in

Atlanta. Horvath’s profoundly innovative development of browser-based video has

transformed our gallery and created a wonderfully immersive environment. He truly

epitomizes the core of our mission for the ACA Gallery of SCAD, and I am very excited

that our students and community have the opportunity to see and experience

this work.

Dedicated to the impact and exploration of contemporary art, the ACA Gallery of

SCAD, Woodruff Arts Center, Atlanta, exists to inspire and challenge the SCAD

community and the greater art audience with programming from established national,

international and regional artists. Continuing and supporting SCAD’s commitment to

artistic diversity and innovation, the ACA Gallery of SCAD provides an educational

forum for current trends in contemporary art. The Exhibitions Department is devoted

to fostering dialogue and acting as a catalyst for artists, the College and the public.

Lance Tawzer

Director of Exhibitions

Savannah College of Art and Design

i n t r o d u c t i o n



c u r a t o r ’ s s t a t e m e n t
Transient Passages presents a survey of the work of Peter Horvath. Horvath is an

artist who produces “non-linear, video based narratives that run on the Internet.”1 His

work can be seen on his Web site www.6168.org as well as through prominent

Internet art galleries including the Whitney Artport and Rhizome, and in formal gallery

spaces on monitors, LCD screens and via large-scale projections. The work is

perhaps most accurately defined as Web cinema: they are (mostly) non-interactive

pieces that use the artist’s own video and animation in addition to found sound and

film footage to create highly textured audio-visual sequences. The choice to

remove interactivity from within his video work was a decisive one that attempts to

situate it within a cinematic realm, albeit one that defies easy categorization. Unlike the

majority of Internet art practice, they are also distinctive in their deeply personal,

autobiographical content and the subsequent feeling of intimacy to which this gives

rise. This exhibition presents Horvath’s browser driven videos projected within

specifically built spaces that try to maintain this sense of closeness. The show also

premieres Boulevard, 2007, a three-channel, site-specific video installation that is a

new extension of the artist’s work. Subtle and meditative in tone, the works in this

exhibition seek to investigate alternative strategies for creating and experiencing

art cinema.

For several years, Horvath has been interested in the use of pop-up windows within

the Web browser as a framing device for multilayered video. In Unexpected Launching

of Heavy Objects, 2003, hundreds of empty pop-ups rapidly unfold, encasing scenes

of fascism that subsequently merge into images of atomic bomb tests. For Horvath

then, the appropriation of the pop-up window has acted as a means of subverting the

familiar visual language and usage of the Internet, while also addressing broadband

restrictions. The pop-ups produce an assortment of sequences inspired more by the

collage based work of Hannah Höch than Sergei Eisenstein’s montages.2 But they are

also particular to the Web: The browser frame is always present, and they tier in such

a manner that they fill the border of the screen, making us conscious that the context

is emphatically that of the Web. Such dense layering of video is enhanced by Horvath’s

use of music, sound and word: written and whispered, readable and obscured, which

converge to realize the rich potential of the medium.

Horvath’s textured use of audio-visual space not only investigates the possibilities of

the medium but seeks, he argues, to emulate random memory acts and suggest

unfolding consciousness,

As a medium, the web stimulates the environment of the mind, offering frenetic and multiple
displays of stimulus. In my work, windows open and close in the same manner that thoughts
enter our minds, play out, and disappear, making room for new thoughts. In this way, my
pieces mimic the thought process.3

Memory, life cycles and waking dreams are recurrent themes in his work, and feature

prominently in Either Side of An Empty Room, 2002. In this 14-minute work, Horvath

explores the slippage between waking life, dreaming and memory in the context of a

‘day in the life’ in which we witness time, less as a study of progression and more as

a reoccurring series of multipaced moments that fast forward, flicker and reverse. As

viewers, we pass through undefined city spaces — the underground, supermarket,

and bars — all in a matter of seconds and without the security of a destination or

sense of purpose. Interspersed throughout this urban drifting are photographic stills

and film footage of the artist’s family life, and surrealistic animations, which foil the

consideration of the city as a private, ambient experience.

The public uncovering of deeply personal secrets is also a subject addressed within

Intervals, 2004, a 10-minute, Web-based video, featured in this exhibition as a

projected installation. The interval is a brief moment in which each character reveals

their most intimate selves through accounts of lost innocence, fear of the unknown,

masculine ritual and the mystery of love. Here identity is subject to visual and textual

slippages, distortions, and to filmic alter egos that mimic, echo or subvert their

subjects’ account. Tenderly Yours, 2005, an eight-minute, Web-based video, revisits

1 Interview with the artist. December 2006
2 Interview with the artist. March 2004

3 Interview with artist. October 2005



the themes of love, loss and memory in a visual language which simulates the

personal, casual and ambiguous approach of French new wave cinema. Here we also

encounter a series of filmic ‘doubles’ — of French new wave cinema rendered as Web

cinema and in turn, of Web cinema resituated in the context of the art gallery.

Most of Horvath’s works are also lengthy: 12 or so minutes, and in the case of

Triptych: Motion, Stillness, Resistance, 2006, the work can potentially run indefinitely.

Subsequently, the works require a pause, a slowing down, and a protraction of the

hyperbolic speed of the Internet. Triptych is a silent Web-based video comprising of

panels that express the states of motion, stillness and resistance. Motion largely

explores the themes and conditions of movement through the city. It lacks distinctive

context and disorientates geographical specificity by moving the user through a series

of familiar yet indistinct urban markers. The central frame, Stillness, concentrates our

vision on subtle images of skies, seemingly unchanging shots of cityscapes as well as

quiet private and domestic scenes, that are equally without the particularities of place.

They are comparable to Wolfgang Staehle’s continuous images of place and although

not modified, appear to suspend and elongate time. Like Staehle’s work, Stillness also

seeks to capture distant locations for immediate, local consumption, reminding us of

the desire for infinite access to images that the Internet has fostered. The third panel

is Resistance and explores instances of urban drama and conflict – couples arguing,

people protesting, and states of agitation. The randomly selected sequences that

continuously juxtapose these conditions create unending narratives, passages and

pathways that glide the viewer between the here and there, the present and the

inestimable future.

The viewer’s ambient experience of Horvath’s anonymous cityscapes is comparable

to the Situationist International notion of the dérive, “a technique of transient passage

through varied ambiences,”4 a concept closely associated with psychogeographies,

The Situationists developed tactics that doubled both as game and sedition, such as the
dérive, which is aimless drifting through urban streets, preferably in groups, employing the
psycho-geographical' method to understand the psychological affect the buildings and built
forms have on the dériver, while hunting for environments that issue suitably exciting and
passionate atmospheres.5

Implied within this process is a ‘drift’ that mediates the creative and conceptual

boundaries of the specific locality of the viewer, the presence of ephemeral and

emotively significant urban markers within the works and the globalized, mapless

topography of the medium itself. Furthermore, we do not wander aimlessly, as did the

Surrealists, but encounter habitual psychogeographical attractions, which in Horvath’s

work are the rapid and troubled encounters within and through the city.

Boulevard, 2007, a three-channel video installation, running 12-minutes, is Horvath’s

first non-browser work. It has a strong sense of cinematic presence, transitioning from

the visual language of collage to scripting and directing a highly intense narrative.

Located in Los Angeles, we follow a striking woman, the passenger of a convertible

car, driven by an unidentified driver through the city, passing its generic streets,

billboards and motels, with an unknown destination. There is a voice-over, presumably

hers, that exposes her feelings of obsession. Running parallel to the piece is a dialogue

between a man and woman in intimate, but casual conversation about love. The video

sequences are frequently suspended, disjunctive and blurred, distorting our visual and

emotional sense of place. At once lyrical and intoxicatingly beautiful, we pass through

discrete emotive atmospheres experiencing ambiguity, desire and longing.

Celina Jeffery, Ph.D.

Senior Curator

Savannah College of Art and Design

4 Simon Ford, The Situationist International, A User’s Guide, (Black Dog Publishing, London, 2005) 34-5 5 Jan Bryant, ‘Play and Transformation, (Constant Nieuwenhuys and the Situationists)’, Play, Drain: A Journal of
Contemporary Art and Culture, www.drainmag.com. Issue 6, 2006





Conceptually my work derives from and revolves around my unchanging

curiosity about the nature of identity and consciousness. To me, identity is related

to and generated by what belongs to the spectrum of one’s history: subjective or

objective, microscopic or macroscopic, private, familial, and socio-political. Through

my work I attempt to address the difference between conscious and subconscious

identity and drives.

My work mirrors the individual’s attempt to deal with history, which is at once

intimate and far reaching, through the use of my archives that reflect my personal

history and life experience. I work from the premise that people, regardless of their

geographic and cultural identity have fundamentally the same emotional experiences

(i.e. grief, joy, love, fear, jealousy). When I create my work, I aspire to universality: in the

materials I collect and in what they reference.

In the world of video and Web technology I have found a medium that encompasses

and expands the lush, pluralistic and multi-layered qualities of my previous dada

-inspired photomontage work. Freed from the restricting two-dimensional context by

technological advances, I engage in fragmented narratives and sub-narratives that

form and reform as multiple windows open and close. I orchestrate layers of history,

including journal entries, sketches, written records, video, photographs, music, voice

and general sound loops, resulting in a atmospheric investigation into states of being.

a r t i s t ’ s s t a t e m e n t
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i m a g e c r e d i t s
1. Boulevard, 2007

3 Channel DVD Installation. Running Time 12 Minutes

2. Intervals, 2004

Web Based Audio-Video. Running Time 8 Minutes

3. Tenderly Yours, 2005

Web Based Audio-Video. Running Time 10 Minutes

4. Triptych: Motion Stillness Resistance, 2006

Web Based Video. Indefinite Loop

5. Installation Still, Tenderly Yours, 2005

Web Based Audio-Video. Running Time 10 Minutes

6. Installation Still, Triptych: Motion Stillness Resistance, 2006

Web Based Video. Indefinite Loop

7. & 8. Installation Still, Boulevard, 2007

3 Channel DVD Installation. Running Time 12 Minutes

9. Installation Still, Transient Passage, (Triptych), 2007

Chromogenic Color Prints Mounted On Dye Bond, Edition 1 Of 3



a b o u t s c a d

Named the “Hottest for Studying Art” among “America’s 25 Hottest Colleges” by

Kaplan/Newsweek, the Savannah College of Artand Design is a distinctive, multi

-campus, international university. SCAD is recognized as a leader in art and

design education, emphasizing learning through individual attention in a positively

oriented environment. The international faculty and student body have come from all

50 states and more than 80 countries. The college has locations in Atlanta and

Savannah, Georgia, and in Lacoste, France. Accredited degree programs also are

offered through SCAD e-Learning.

The Savannah College of Art and Design is a private, nonprofit institution accredited

by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools (1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, GA 30033-4097; 404.679.4501) to award

bachelor’s and master’s degrees. The five-year professional M.Arch. degree program

is additionally accredited by the National Architectural Accrediting Board.

For more information, call 800.869.7223 or visit www.scad.edu.

E-mail may be sent to info@scad.edu.
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Burtynsky, Brent Kitagawa, Meileen Son Hing, Nichola Feldman-kiss, Gariné Torossian

and Max Dean for their continued support; Patti Shaw for support over many years;

my family.


